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Overview
OakGate Technology provides tools for storage performance, validation, analysis, and 
workload-modeling to storage vendors and customers managing modern data centers. Our 
highly-scalable, easily-deployable modeling and analysis environments allow customers to 
develop a deep insight into the operation of their complex storage infrastructures, providing 
valuable inputs into decision-making for design, procurement, and optimization.

Using OakGate’s file system / block exerciser allows our customers to quickly and easily run 
pre-packaged storage workloads and view immediate results. Our exerciser help customers 
avoid:

• Being burdened with developing complex scripts or analyzing megabytes of cryptic 
results generated by free data validation tools.

• Needing to create and maintain their own in-house validation tool, using valuable 
time, money, and engineering resources that could be more effectively applied for 
their company’s core product development. 

Features
The features of using OakGate’s file system / block exerciser within its storage validation 
framework (SVF) include the following:

1. Ease of Use
The file system / block exerciser employs an intuitive and extensive graphical user interface 
(GUI) that is easy to configure to run tests, as well as to view results. For more details, see 
“Ease of Use” on page 6.

2. Experienced Storage Development Team
OakGate’s dedicated and experienced engineering team, led by seasoned executives from 
major storage companies, develops and maintains tools for our customers so they can 
effectively focus their valuable resources on their core competency effort.

3. Professional Support Service
OakGate provides support for its existing products, as well as partnering with customers to 
create custom scripts, features, and tools as needed.

4. Included Workloads
OakGate supplies a set of pre-packaged, ready-to-run, realistic file system / block 
workloads simulating virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI), research and development (R&D), 
online transaction processing (OLTP), streaming, corporate network-attached storage 
(NAS), and other complex traffic patterns. Our workloads are completely open source, and 
can be modified through a graphical editor included with the tool. The editor also enables 
the creation of custom complex workloads. The workloads can be executed over NAS, 
object, block or file targets. For more details, see “Included Workloads” on page 12.
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5. High Performance
After years of proficiently providing tools for the storage industry, OakGate has expertly 
tuned its I/O traffic exercisers to run much faster than freely-available tools.

6. Analyzer Data Capture
OakGate includes an analyzer module within its storage-testing environment, which often 
eliminates the need for expensive external link-level analyzers. The OakGate analyzer can 
capture data and metadata at approximately link rate, and for a period of days, or even 
weeks. For more details, see “Analyzer Data Capture” on page 6.

7. Comprehensive Analysis Tools
OakGate provides an extensive and flexible graphical analyzer viewer module for the 
viewing and analyzing of captured data and performance results.

8. Traffic Capture, Analyze and Replay Module
For customers who would prefer to capture, analyze, and then later replay their traffic 
workloads, OakGate provides a “Traffic Capture” module. This module is capable of 
capturing traffic for weeks at a time at the lowest possible level and at a high rate. The 
captured workload data can than be viewed and analyzed using the analyzer viewer module. 
Optionally, the captured workload file can be synthesized using the workload synthesizer 
module into a running-capable workload file. Later, this file can be edited using the 
workload editor and executed at the user’s discretion.

9. Graphical Workload Editor
Using OakGate’s workload editor module enables customers to easily create and edit 
complex file system / block workloads. For more details, see “Graphical Workload Editor” 
on page 13.

10. Extensive Data Validation
The OakGate file system / block exerciser module can be configured to run in data 
validation mode, where any data that has been previously written can be validated on a read. 
This feature, combined with the deep capture capability of the analyzer module, can be 
effectively and efficiently used to debug any data validation issues.

11. Data Deduplication Validation Support
The traffic exerciser supports a large number of unique buffers, and their use can be tightly 
controlled. Later analysis compares the actual deduplication file system size to the 
anticipated size to ensure that data reduction occurs as expected.
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Ease of Use
The file system / block exerciser can manage tens, or even hundreds, of test appliances, all 
from a single GUI. Each of the appliances can be easily configured to run hundreds of block 
or file tests, all with just a few clicks. While active, the tests can be monitored from the 
controller, and polled for intermediate results. When testing completes, configurable results 
can be displayed immediately. They can also be saved into a comma-separated values (CSV) 
format or exported into a database through a custom plug-in. The following screenshot 
shows the GUI of the file system / block exerciser.

Screenshot 1  OakGate File System / Block Exerciser

Analyzer Data Capture
Deep analyzer data capture is often crucial in many block, file, and object validation or 
performance test cases. While external hardware-based storage or Ethernet analyzers are 
available, they are very expensive, cumbersome to wire in a data center, and sometimes 
confusing to use.

The ability to store all data and metadata, along with the powerful capability to display, 
search, and analyze data distinguishes the OakGate solution above and beyond our 
competitors that do not offer analyzer functionality. We have often heard from our 
customers that we saved them time, cost, and frustration by being able to rely on our 
integrated analyzer solutions instead of using external analyzer hardware.
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OakGate’s integrated analyzer includes the following features:

• Deep capture capability – days, or even weeks, of complete data and metadata 
capture

• Ease of use with an intuitive GUI
• Powerful search capabilities
• Very low data storage latency – traffic can be stored during performance testing with 

minimal to no impact on test results
• Ability to create custom and multiple “views,” encapsulating particular search criteria
• Powerful performance analysis capability – using custom views, users have the ability 

to easily compare results and analyze performance
• Powerful API access – allows uses to create their own search and analysis tools that 

analyze captured data.

By default, all I/O metadata (reads, writes, discards, and so on) is stored in the analyzer 
module. Optionally, all written and read data can be stored in the analyzer module as well, 
with minimal performance impact. In the following Screenshot , the data for the selected 
block Write (View Idx = 12) is displayed in the lower-left window.

Screenshot 2  OakGate Integrated Block Analyzer
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Using “Views”
The View tab (in the lower-right corner of the main File System / Block Exerciser panel) 
allows a user to create a view, which contains data matching a particular search criteria.

In the following Screenshot 3, the view is defined as follows:

(ProfID == 0) && (BLKS < 8)

This equation means that the data matching a Profile ID of 0 and I/Os with sizes of less than 
eight blocks are shown in the analyzer buffer. 

Screenshot 3  View Tab in the Integrated Block Analyzer

Other views can be displayed by selecting a previously-created view name in the “View” 
menu (in the top-right corner of the main File System / Block Exerciser panel). The 
following screenshot shows a user selecting the “LBA_View.”

Screenshot 4  Selecting Views in the View Menu
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Graphing Performance Results
The performance of the data shown in a particular view is readily available for graphing, as 
shown in the following example.

Screenshot 5  Performance Tab in the Integrated Block Analyzer

The following performance graphs (ReadIoLatencyHisto.csv, ReadLBA_Access.csv, and 
WriteLatencyScatter.csv) show the results of the data gather in the test from Screenshot 5.

Screenshot 6  ReadIoLatencyHisto Performance Graph
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Screenshot 7  ReadLBA_Access Performance Graph

Screenshot 8  WriteLatencyScatter Performance Graph
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Comprehensive Analysis Tools
Analysis tools are essential to understanding workload characteristics. OakGate provides 
comprehensive analysis tools that display performance characteristics anywhere from the 
low transaction level, all the way up to the high-level workload summary. In addition, data 
captured by the analyzer module can be filtered and calculated. 

The following screenshots show examples of graphical data automatically generated after a 
test.

Screenshot 9  XFS_fseek_latency Graph

Screenshot 10  EXT4_fseek_latency Graph
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Screenshot 11  ReadLatencyScatter Graph

Included Workloads
The accuracy of simulated workloads is crucial for OakGate. We are always improving and 
adding new workloads, all of which can be downloaded from our website. The provided 
workloads are open source, and can easily be edited through the provided workload editor. 
We encourage our customers to understand their internal details and edit their workloads 
as desired, though this is not a requirement. Customers can also create new workloads, and 
save and execute them with just a few clicks of a mouse.

Our workloads can be executed one at a time, or as a composite set, to a particular block, 
file, NAS, or object target. For example, a composite set can simulate multiple database 
users, along with background database maintenance processes. 

At the low level, workloads can be constructed from the following components:

• Block – IO sizes, access patterns, data patterns, read/write ratios, IOP capping, 
and so on

• File Systems – directory tree shape, file distribution, file creation size, IO operation 
(read, write, and append), data patterns, file deletion/creation probability, statistics 
probability, file/directory rename probability, data access pattern (random or 
sequential), and so on.
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Graphical Workload Editor
Traffic workloads are constantly changing and evolving. To respond to this trend, the 
workloads included in OakGate’s framework (such as VDI, R&D, OLTP, streaming, and NAS) 
are open source, and can be edited using our GUI-based workload editor. 

The workload editor also supports the creation of new, custom workloads based on the 
individual needs of our customers. It supports the creation of complex workloads, for both 
block and file targets. The workload editor uses weighted enumerated lists, value ranges, 
stepping with offsets and alignments, looping, conditional statements, delay statements, 
and so on, to create workloads with just a few clicks of a mouse.

Screenshot 12  OakGate Workload Editor
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Summary
OakGate has been providing validation tools for the storage industry for over ten years. 
Through broad and deep experience, extensive research and development, continuous 
customer interaction, and a desire for constant improvement, OakGate helps customer 
achieve their storage testing needs by providing:

• A high-performance traffic exerciser (often magnitudes faster than free tools)
• Pre-packeaged sets of workloads
• Deep analyzer module capturing low-level traffic for weeks at a time
• A comprehensive set of analysis and graphing modules

At first glance, free storage-testing tools (such as FIO, VDBench and IOMeter) may appear 
cheaper than in investing in the OakGate solution, however our customers have 
communicated otherwise. Some of them have had to scrap their entire testing and quality 
assurance (QA) efforts, since the free tools were not able to meet the demands and depth of 
their testing program. Others have complained that the use of free tools for block, file, NAS, 
and object validation requires very extensive engineering effort in terms of script 
development, test deployment, results parsing and analysis, software and equipment 
maintenance, and so on. 

Let OakGate do the work for you, so that your validation team can start validating your 
product immediately and throughout its life cycle, instead of spending months preparing 
and maintaining the validation effort as you would need to do using the “free” tools. While 
saving you cost overall, let our expert team and reliable tools get your products to the 
market faster than any other way.
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